
































Project Report
22 February 2022 - 05 February 2024

City of Columbia, MO
Orr Street Park property

Highlights

TOTAL VISITS

1.3 k  

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

451
NEW
REGISTRATI
ONS
15

ENGAGED
VISITORS

27  

INFORMED
VISITORS

393  

AWARE
VISITORS

1 k

Aware Participants 1,033

Aware Actions Performed Participants

Visited a Project or Tool Page 1,033

Informed Participants 393

Informed Actions Performed Participants

Viewed a video 0

Viewed a photo 191

Downloaded a document 0

Visited the Key Dates page 7

Visited an FAQ list Page 0

Visited Instagram Page 0

Visited Multiple Project Pages 339

Contributed to a tool (engaged) 27

Engaged Participants 27

Engaged Actions Performed
Registered Unverified Anonymous

Contributed on Forums 0 0 0

Participated in Surveys 0 0 0

Contributed to Newsfeeds 0 0 0

Participated in Quick Polls 0 0 0

Posted on Guestbooks 0 0 0

Contributed to Stories 0 0 0

Asked Questions 1 3 0

Placed Pins on Places 0 0 0

Contributed to Ideas 24 0 0

Visitors Summary

Pageviews Visitors Visits
New Registrations

1 Sep '23 1 Jan '24

5k

10k

 



Tool Type
Engagement Tool Name Tool Status Visitors

Registered Unverified Anonymous

Contributors

Qanda
Questions Archived 79 1 3 0

Ideas
Comments Archived 203 23 0 0
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ENGAGEMENT TOOLS SUMMARY

0
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0
SURVEYS  

0
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0
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0
GUEST BOOKS

0
STORIES  

1
Q&A S  

0
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Widget Type
Engagement Tool Name Visitors Views/Downloads

Photo
deleted photo from 114 115

Photo
Proposed Park Development Plan (Exhbit A) IP Meeting (3).jpg 73 89

Photo
deleted photo from 63 63

Photo
Proposed Park Development Plan (Exhbit B) IP Meeting (1).jpg 34 35

Key Dates
Key Date 7 7
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0
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2
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0
VIDEOS  

0
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0
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Visitors 79 Contributors 4 CONTRIBUTIONS 4
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QANDA

Questions

No Responses
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Visitors 203 Contributors 24 CONTRIBUTIONS 87

17 July 23

tigerfan

VOTES

5

18 July 23

DMF

VOTES

9

19 July 23

Brennamz1

VOTES

0
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IDEAS

Comments

park design
Based on the current park plan rendering on the BeHeard website, I would like to see l
ess emphasis on a ‘performance’ area, in terms of space and design. When the park id
ea was floated years ago I envisioned green space and trees, with perhaps additional 
amenities including a small playground. I see some trees around the perimeter, but non
e in the center, and no meandering paths or sidewalks bisecting the park. It looks more
like a sports field or an area to hold concerts/performances. If this is the intent I’d like t
o hear more from planners on what they foresee and how often an event may occur, es
pecially if it means closing off part/all of the park.

Parking, Trees, and Irrigated Turf Grass
1) Remove the parking along E. Ash St. I bike this road twice daily for my commute. Pe
ople pulling in and out of parking onto E. Ash St. will create a dangerous situation for c
yclists. Even now, with parallel parking, several events involving drivers along this stret
ch of road have created unsafe conditions for cyclists. 2) Plant more trees. This park wi
ll be an island of green in an overwhelmingly hot part of town. The central downtown ar
ea is a significant heat island (see image) with few green spaces. Turf grass alone is n
ot as effective at creating cool spaces. Adding trees to the existing schematic should h
elp decrease summertime temperatures. 3) We are trying to reduce our water consum
ption. Stop irrigating grass—plant drought-tolerant species. Make the landscape as low
maintenance as possible using native plants and a layered landscape design. Regular 
mowing releases heat and greenhouse gas emissions elevating the urban heat island 
effect and contributing to climate change.

If a playground is included, can you please consider
a shade component (canopy and/or giant umbrellas)
and a poured rubber surface?
Playground-needs shade and no mulch
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19 July 23

wright.matt.a

VOTES

9

20 July 23

mkbmwb1012

VOTES

7
22 July 23

Artist

VOTES

0

23 July 23

MEK3

VOTES

5
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IDEAS

Comments

Too Much Pavement, Not Enough Trees
This park should serve as a green oasis on the edge of downtown. This plan has too m
uch dedicated car parking, when instead we have an opportunity to create a pedestrian
and cyclist attraction among those who are already downtown (or take the bus and wal
k across the street from Wabash). Eliminate the parking from Ash entirely (or make it in
to recessed parallel parking like pictured on Park, if you must) - this is a bike boulevard
, and creating additional conflict points with cars is dangerous. The additional parking 
along St James is more than enough, and the additional ADA spots are important. Also
way more trees should be added to the interior of the park, not just along the perimeter,
to create shade spots for those actually using the park.

A Southern Square design
A type of "Savannah" square with tree canopies and walkways and a fountain or statue
centerpiece.

I think more trees would be an asset. It does look lik
e an event space.
I think for this area of town, that already has private event space, an area built more for
the community to enjoy for families and small, creative events would be more important
then a giant open amphitheater area. I would love to see more sculptures, and art. I do 
like the additional parking since that is a growing concern in the area. I’d love to see m
ore trees in the middle area.

Fountain, trees, benches, and chess!
I agree with nearly all of the other comments thus far, but especially the comment abou
t a Southern-Style Square. We don’t need conflicting event spaces in this area. Not onl
y is there Rose, but the Blue Note outdoor events can be heard from this part of town, t
oo. This part of town is severely lacking in areas of shaded refuge. Southern squares w
ere designed for this exact purpose. They are for people walking about town and need 
a moment to rest amidst the heat and humidity. They are a place for meeting friends to 
walk, sit on a bench, and catch up. I could also envision there being permanently instal
led chess tables with benches (like in NYC or Europe) that encourage people to get to 
know their neighbors. Definitely a fountain in the middle. Benches under giant, shady tr
ees. There could be a meditation labyrinth path (like at HHS). I would not add a giant pl
ayground; maybe just some swings. And definitely not athletic areas (this rendering loo
ks like there’s a soccer goal area, maybe) as that would take away from the quiet, peac
eful space. I live 30 min outside Columbia but have worked in Columbia for 17 years (n
earby this area) and all of our life activities are in CoMo. My kid has dance lessons sev
eral days a week next door to this space. When we commute to town, we usually have 
to haul all of our daily needs with us (which includes snacks and dinners) because ther
e is no quick run home. As soon as I saw the park was happening, I was excited about
using this space in the evenings between my kid’s dance classes — enjoying picnic di
nners under shaded trees, a peaceful refuge amidst a busy day. However, based on w
hat is designed here, we would never visit this park.
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23 July 23

T

VOTES

4

02 August 23

Mark Haim

VOTES

0
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IDEAS

Comments

Surrounding businesses have the event/performanc
e space covered, so please don't step on that! Need
s to compliment what is already there.
Shade, fountains, sculpture, fun lighting

Concerns RE: Orr St. Park
This park is being built on a hazardous waste site; the location, a century ago, of a coal
gasification plant. The whole toxic brew--organic substances like benzene, and heavy 
metals--present in coal was present a high levels by the time the plant was shut down.
The site has gone through a couple of clean-ups, but, even after spending millions, the 
site was still too toxic for residential or commercial development, so they came up with 
the idea of making it a park. I love parks, but I don't think anyone, especially kids, who 
hang out in parks a lot, should be spending time in a park that was, after remediation, 
still too toxic for folks to live or work there. Besides kids, the un-housed in our commun
ity also are likely to spend time in a centrally located park. It is likely that some of these
folks will spend a good portion of the day and/or will spend the night camped out in the 
new park. All in all, this strikes me as a bad idea.
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07 August 23

R

VOTES

2
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IDEAS

Comments

From Small Business Next Door
I love that there will be a new park here. It will really enhance the area but there are so
me challenges with the proposed designs: 1. I agree with a previous post about the da
ngerous nature of pull out parking on Ash for bicyclists. There are so few safe streets i
n Columbia for bicyclists, and despite the many potholes which have not been fixed for
years in this section, this at least isn’t too dangerous to bike down due to parking. Othe
r sections where similar pull-out parking exists (like the courthouse), which is unsafe. P
lease do not make this an unsafe street for bicyclists, too. 2. I also agree with the previ
ous posts about the need for shade. This is a hot part of town and our summers are goi
ng to get hotter and there is little shaded area in this design. I think the shade structure
over the playground is nice but the whole rest of the park looks like turf grass. That is n
ot a place folks are going to want to hang out in the spring (rain) or summers (heat/sun)
. Trees and shade structures are essential. 3. Unlike other commenters, I am not oppo
sed to the flexible performance space…in theory. In particular, while I think Columbia h
as a lot of options for live music outdoors, we have no real options for live dancing outd
oors, for example. Think about what it would be like for the City to have something like 
Summer Fest in Grant Park in Chicago which uses specially-designed, moveable, inter
locking planks to create a pop-up dance floor for participants to swing, salsa, rhumba, o
r just groove there or at any park in the City where they bring in music. So I do see the 
need for more outdoor (shaded) arts performance options in the City. If Columbia want
s to become a destination for arts, theatre, music, dancing, film, etc., it needs to build t
he structures that will promote that. And…I just don’t know how it would work in practic
e in this space. I would imagine that there would need to be a ban on electric amplificat
ion and/or a very strict dB level. There is the dueling noise and scheduling conflict with 
Rose that others have mentioned but more concerning for me is that I operate a small 
business out of the building across the street on St. James. Rose is just far enough aw
ay that we can hear it in the background but it is not too distracting. However, when Do
gmaster has had outdoor events with amplification I have had to close down my practic
e for the day. I work individually with clients and we need to be able to hear each other 
and concentrate. If there is music blasting from the park during sessions, I will likely ne
ed to shut down my practice and move locations permanently. I don’t think the purpose 
of this nice new park is to drive small businesses away from the North Village Arts Distr
ict. 4. Further, has anyone consulted with YogaSol Yoga Studios? How will loud music i
mpact the yoga classes there which are often in the evening when music would be play
ing? In theory I could see a stage being a nice addition for outdoor yoga classes (as lo
ng as the stage and the area nearby was shaded…yoga in 100 degree heatwave sum
mers is no good to anyone) but I imagine that any amplified music will impact them as 
well. There have already been yoga teachers that have chosen not to teach at the studi
o because of the current noise with Rose and a bar next door and electronic amplificati
on of music would only make it more difficult for that small business to stay open as wel
l, I’d imagine.
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08 August 23

imp

VOTES

5

08 August 23

Avillanueva

VOTES

4
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IDEAS

Comments

More Green Less Concrete
As a newer resident of the North Village community, I am really against more parking s
paces being built, especially the way this park is currently designed. To reiterate a point
someone else made, pull-out spots onto a "bike boulevard" feels really dangerous. I bik
e that section of Ash St. often and can envision that space becoming more accident-pr
one. Generally, St. James and Ash are quite small, I just don't envision this many cars 
being accommodated in this space. There is already so much concrete in this area. W
hat this space needs is more greenery, like trees and grasses that could effectively abs
orb city runoff and sound. I am less familiar with the chemical waste left in this area, bu
t giving space for Native plants and trees as a gathering space and bioremediation tec
hnique would be extra special, I think. That being said, I know establishing larger trees 
and micro-ecosystems the way people envision takes time. I also feel like the performa
nce space is a little redundant given Rose Music Hall (and their loud asf sound system)
is right there. If there are more trees, it could be a more private performing space and 
would absorb more of the sound.

The park will be a much needed green space for tha
t area, and I believe it should be just that.
My main concern is the proposed parking in the area. I rent an apartment only a few st
reets away and can say that it is a tight area to drive in, and encouraging more people 
to attempt to fit their cars into this space is going to make foot/bike traffic that much mo
re dangerous. A sold out show at Rose brings such a large audience sometimes the cr
owds of people walk to the venue from already established nearby parking lots like gar
ages and lots. I feel that introducing more areas to park will be unnecessary and dange
rous for many of us who prefer to walk in this area, because driving through the streets
are already narrow. I also agree with some of the other points made about the site acti
ng as a green space and not requiring an amphitheater. Instead of acting as a space fo
r all, the shell may attract crowds that limit the usage for all groups of people on a give
n night. My ideal image for the space is a place where people can convene before hea
ding to First Fridays, enjoy a to go meal on a bench or in the grass from one of the loca
l restaurants, and act as a place of solace for anyone trying to enjoy the space for readi
ng, exercising, etc. at any point.
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08 August 23

COMO-Nathan

VOTES

1

08 August 23

OG

VOTES

3
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IDEAS

Comments

Need shade cover for flexible performance space ar
ea
Really liking the inclusion of a flexible performance area! PLEASE add some sort of aw
ning or shade cover for the multipurpose stage area that extends to the equivalent of th
e first couple of audience rows. Covering this area could also allow it to serve as a par
k shelter-like space when not in use. No performers or attendees want to be in the direc
t sun for a long period of time. Noticing people asking for more trees. Since the sun set
s in the west and most organizations using the flex performance space would likely do 
so in the afternoon or early evening, perhaps move more of the tree planting design an
d inventory to the west side of the park, likely casting more shade for guests attending 
an event or using the field area. Will evergreen trees be included in the variety of trees 
planted? You could also add more trees and still keep an open yard-like area by movin
g from a playground centric design on the north section to more of a nature/natural pla
y space. Place more trees in and around this part. Repurpose the shade canopy and st
ring lights to the flex performance space area. Thus, having a denser tree area option 
on the north part of the park. More park like, less playground equipment. Having a foun
tain or water feature in this section would be a welcome addition to sit near and enjoy!
Could it be worked into the plan that one of the art installations selected have some sor
t of water element or feature as part of its design? Really enjoying the idea of the wide 
porous paving around the perimeter for things like tents.

Make this a space for the residents, not the busines
ses--more covered green space, less open turf and 
parking
As a current resident of North Village Arts District, I'm really excited about the prospect
s of a nearby park. I do however, have some concerns about the current proposed layo
ut: 1. As several others have mentioned, the addition of so much parking seems redun
dant, and in some places dangerous (like on Ash). There's alway open parking on Ash 
(much of which is allocated for residents, but is empty). The parking along Ash seems 
dangerous to have to back out onto Ash, where many bikers frequently pass through. A
dditionally, there's a plethora of unused parking in the downtown area and even in Nort
h Village Arts District. The parking garage off Walnut is very rarely fully utilized, among 
other street parking along St. James and St. Joseph Streets. Some of these are allocat
ed to residents, I understand, but some could be opened up into metered parking. The 
parking in the bus parking lot and the church parking lot nearby (as well as a few other
s) is frequently mostly empty (again, these are permit parking). It seems like a realloca
tion of permit parking to metered parking could add additional parking in the area if that
's a concern of local businesses. 2. I also share the sentiment of desiring more green s
pace filled with trees, local pollinator gardens, benches, and meandering paths rather t
han an open field essentially with some trees on the perimeter. Most of the year, this pa
rk will be for local residents, and would be a more enjoyable space if it were more shad
ed and offered a reprieve from the downtown paved areas. 3. I also don't understand h
aving a large stage in this area. Rose has a large outdoor amphitheater which seems li
ke it's enough venue space and is (as others have mentioned) quite loud, so if there's s
omething happening there, I don't see how another space like this could be utilized. A 
more quiet space to sit and enjoy some nature with trees to block the music (or enjoy m
ore softly) sounds much more desirable. 4. It was mentioned in the first listening sessio
ns the open spaces were for food trucks to be able to pull on the turf. Frankly, I think fo
od trucks should be restricted to the already excessive parking along the edges of the p
ark. This makes the space more enjoyable. If we're thinking about how this space woul
d be utilized 90+% of the time, making this area free of additional pollution from vehicle
s pulling onto the green space and having more gathering space inside the park seems
nice. Local residents will likely walk or bike, so having plenty of bike parking and craftin
g this space to meet the needs of the RESIDENTS of North Village Arts District seems 
like an better use of the space to me.
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09 August 23

mosymphony

VOTES

0
17 August 23

Tootie Burns

VOTES

2
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IDEAS

Comments

Yes to performance space!
As a performing arts organization, MOSY is THRILLED that there is another possibility 
of a performance venue where we could offer free concerts to our community and perh
aps in collaboration with other arts organizations.

The Orr Park should include more interior trees and 
seating options. Activities/events at the park should 
be small and have low impact.
More trees and seating options
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20 August 23

jacksonhotaling

VOTES

2
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IDEAS

Comments

Remove Parking Lot Around Park
There is an absurd overabundance of parking spaces included in the plan for the future
Orr Street Park, which will lead to long-term consequences for nearby residents. More t
han 50 spaces will be incorporated to a small lot, doubling existing parking space when
there is already too much on-street parking, private driveway parking, private parking l
ots, and public lots within the immediate vicinity. Living one block away, I walk by this a
rea many times daily. During First Fridays, concerts at Rose, random weekends and w
eekdays, and large-scale events like True/False, I have never seen the existing nearby
parking fully utilized. As an example, during the sold-out Peach Pit show on July 31st, t
here were still open parking spots on St. James. If Columbia’s biggest events, with stu
dents, during busy downtown evenings, can’t fill up the parking, what are we doubling t
he existing parking for? We absolutely *do not* need more parking--more parking will h
ave negative impacts to our community: =Negative impact on the environment: less tre
e cover in place of pavement =Decrease walkability/bikability/overall accessibility: indu
cing demand for driving, immediately adjacent to Columbia’s main transit center =Safet
y issues: people will back out their cars dangerously onto a bike boulevard, which coul
d simultaneously decrease interest for bicycle riders to feel safe using it; furthermore, t
here is no mid-block crossing in this rendering included across St. James =Private busi
nesses want public space only for their private businesses =Every single parking space
means less space for trees, pollinators, benches, bike racks, drinking fountains, public 
restrooms, public art, etc. Building more than 50 parking spaces is just building a thin p
arking lot that will be underutilized Alternatives to consider: please expand the footprint
of the future Orr Street Park. There is incredible opportunity to incorporate some of the 
city-owned land northeast of the fire station, as well as a utility easement across St. Ja
mes. With the Colt Rail Trail in development in the next ten years, Orr Street Park is po
ised to serve as an excellent trailhead for trail users headed northeast along the Colt R
ail Trail--the same way Flat Branch Park serves as a wonderful trailhead along the MK
T. If longer-term plans do not link the Colt Rail Trail, the Orr Street Park, Ash Street Bik
e Boulevard (and the trail at the fire station), to the MKT, that will be a major missed op
portunity. Furthermore, the city of Columbia has extremely limited seating, public restro
om facilities, and shaded green space. As opposed to an open turf field, which parks a
nd rec estimated during the public input meeting will be used for events only for around 
20 days a year, why don’t we consider closing off St. James entirely to traffic, and usin
g the street space for the events, while retaining green space year-round with the park.
Native fruit trees and other edible plants can be incorporated into the park with the addi
tional space. This will go well with the context of the neighborhood: there are two com
munity gardens and a working urban farm for apple tree starts immediately to the east, 
between St. James and St. Joseph streets. Other large and small cities are removing p
arking minimum requirements, including the city that invented parking minimums. I thin
k I am understanding correctly that Columbia removed these requirements for downtow
n. Without requirements for the number of spaces at this site, let's consider alternative 
ways to make this space a green space that all can enjoy. [Photo taken along St. Jame
s on Thursday, July 27th at 5:42 PM (while businesses were open); Park and Ash Stre
ets were also mostly empty]
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Project Report
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City of Columbia, MO
Orr Street Park property

Highlights

TOTAL VISITS

880  

MAX VISITORS PER
DAY

451
NEW
REGISTRATI
ONS
6

ENGAGED
VISITORS

14  

INFORMED
VISITORS

258  

AWARE
VISITORS

782

Aware Participants 782

Aware Actions Performed Participants

Visited a Project or Tool Page 782

Informed Participants 258

Informed Actions Performed Participants

Viewed a video 0

Viewed a photo 150

Downloaded a document 0

Visited the Key Dates page 6

Visited an FAQ list Page 0

Visited Instagram Page 0

Visited Multiple Project Pages 219

Contributed to a tool (engaged) 14

Engaged Participants 14

Engaged Actions Performed
Registered Unverified Anonymous

Contributed on Forums 0 0 0

Participated in Surveys 0 0 0

Contributed to Newsfeeds 0 0 0

Participated in Quick Polls 0 0 0

Posted on Guestbooks 0 0 0

Contributed to Stories 0 0 0

Asked Questions 0 3 0

Placed Pins on Places 0 0 0

Contributed to Ideas 11 0 0

Visitors Summary

Pageviews Visitors

10 Jul '23 17 Jul '23 24 Jul '23

500

1000
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Contributors

Qanda
Questions Published 52 0 3 0

Ideas
Comments Published 95 11 0 0
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Engagement Tool Name Visitors Views/Downloads

Photo
deleted photo from 114 115

Photo
deleted photo from 63 63
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Proposed Park Development Plan (Exhbit A) IP Meeting (3).jpg 33 34
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Visitors 52 Contributors 3 CONTRIBUTIONS 3
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Questions

No Responses
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Visitors 95 Contributors 11 CONTRIBUTIONS 32

17 July 23

burnsr

VOTES

2

18 July 23
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VOTES

5

19 July 23

Brennamz1

VOTES

0
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IDEAS

Comments

park design
Based on the current park plan rendering on the BeHeard website, I would like to see l
ess emphasis on a ‘performance’ area, in terms of space and design. When the park id
ea was floated years ago I envisioned green space and trees, with perhaps additional 
amenities including a small playground. I see some trees around the perimeter, but non
e in the center, and no meandering paths or sidewalks bisecting the park. It looks more
like a sports field or an area to hold concerts/performances. If this is the intent I’d like t
o hear more from planners on what they foresee and how often an event may occur, es
pecially if it means closing off part/all of the park.

Parking, Trees, and Irrigated Turf Grass
1) Remove the parking along E. Ash St. I bike this road twice daily for my commute. Pe
ople pulling in and out of parking onto E. Ash St. will create a dangerous situation for c
yclists. Even now, with parallel parking, several events involving drivers along this stret
ch of road have created unsafe conditions for cyclists. 2) Plant more trees. This park wi
ll be an island of green in an overwhelmingly hot part of town. The central downtown ar
ea is a significant heat island (see image) with few green spaces. Turf grass alone is n
ot as effective at creating cool spaces. Adding trees to the existing schematic should h
elp decrease summertime temperatures. 3) We are trying to reduce our water consum
ption. Stop irrigating grass—plant drought-tolerant species. Make the landscape as low
maintenance as possible using native plants and a layered landscape design. Regular 
mowing releases heat and greenhouse gas emissions elevating the urban heat island 
effect and contributing to climate change.

If a playground is included, can you please consider
a shade component (canopy and/or giant umbrellas)
and a poured rubber surface?
Playground-needs shade and no mulch
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IDEAS

Comments

Too Much Pavement, Not Enough Trees
This park should serve as a green oasis on the edge of downtown. This plan has too m
uch dedicated car parking, when instead we have an opportunity to create a pedestrian
and cyclist attraction among those who are already downtown (or take the bus and wal
k across the street from Wabash). Eliminate the parking from Ash entirely (or make it in
to recessed parallel parking like pictured on Park, if you must) - this is a bike boulevard
, and creating additional conflict points with cars is dangerous. The additional parking 
along St James is more than enough, and the additional ADA spots are important. Also
way more trees should be added to the interior of the park, not just along the perimeter,
to create shade spots for those actually using the park.

A Southern Square design
A type of "Savannah" square with tree canopies and walkways and a fountain or statue
centerpiece.

I think more trees would be an asset. It does look lik
e an event space.
I think for this area of town, that already has private event space, an area built more for
the community to enjoy for families and small, creative events would be more important
then a giant open amphitheater area. I would love to see more sculptures, and art. I do 
like the additional parking since that is a growing concern in the area. I’d love to see m
ore trees in the middle area.

Fountain, trees, benches, and chess!
I agree with nearly all of the other comments thus far, but especially the comment abou
t a Southern-Style Square. We don’t need conflicting event spaces in this area. Not onl
y is there Rose, but the Blue Note outdoor events can be heard from this part of town, t
oo. This part of town is severely lacking in areas of shaded refuge. Southern squares w
ere designed for this exact purpose. They are for people walking about town and need 
a moment to rest amidst the heat and humidity. They are a place for meeting friends to 
walk, sit on a bench, and catch up. I could also envision there being permanently instal
led chess tables with benches (like in NYC or Europe) that encourage people to get to 
know their neighbors. Definitely a fountain in the middle. Benches under giant, shady tr
ees. There could be a meditation labyrinth path (like at HHS). I would not add a giant pl
ayground; maybe just some swings. And definitely not athletic areas (this rendering loo
ks like there’s a soccer goal area, maybe) as that would take away from the quiet, peac
eful space. I live 30 min outside Columbia but have worked in Columbia for 17 years (n
earby this area) and all of our life activities are in CoMo. My kid has dance lessons sev
eral days a week next door to this space. When we commute to town, we usually have 
to haul all of our daily needs with us (which includes snacks and dinners) because ther
e is no quick run home. As soon as I saw the park was happening, I was excited about
using this space in the evenings between my kid’s dance classes — enjoying picnic di
nners under shaded trees, a peaceful refuge amidst a busy day. However, based on w
hat is designed here, we would never visit this park.
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City of Columbia, MO : Summary Report for 22 February 2022 to 24 July 2023

IDEAS

Comments

Surrounding businesses have the event/performanc
e space covered, so please don't step on that! Need
s to compliment what is already there.
Shade, fountains, sculpture, fun lighting
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